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Human insight

ISIM – The Big Picture
A TSB tool to derive safety knowledge from 

accident data

Context

Information

Data

Findings
Safety Deficiencies

Recommendations

Inv. Reports

Knowledge

ISIM
Observations

Witness Statements
Instrument Recordings

Tests
Injury

Debris / Wreckage
Decisions

Records & Documents
Human elements

Org. Elements
Competency, Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data abounds in every accident.Add context to the accident data in the form of circumstances and sequence and you have information on “What Happened”.Combine that information with investigator insight, in the form of logic and analysis, and you have knowledge on “Why accident happened?” and “How to minimize or eliminate risks associated with similar accidents  in the future?”
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Event - 1

Time or est. time Data source

Actor                       Action
(Descriptors)

Event  Location

Event - 2 Event 3 Event 4 Event 5

Pre-Occurrence Events Post-Occurrence Events

Sequence of Events - Convention

Accident

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are actions? View actions broadly. PEOPLE ACTIONS include 1. sensory actions, like heard, smelled, saw, tasted, or touched, which initiate subsequent action by the observer or someone or something else. 2. physical actions, like turned, told, reset, pushed, pulled, rotated, scolded, shouted, etc. which initiate a change in a physical object or another person. 3. mental actions, like decided, estimated, interpreted, judged, chose, concluded, interpreted, accepted, etc., which led to subsequent actions by the person. 4. "programming" actions by an individual which taught, instructed, guided, compelled, designed, excused or otherwise influenced what people or objects actually did during a process to affect the process outcome. THINGS ACTIONS should be described as physical actions that can be visualized by using concrete words and descriptors. For example, shook, rose, fell, descended, struck, scored, broke into two parts, lit, etc. help create visual images. Avoid words that reflect investigator conclusions or judgments. Saying a "part failed" is ambiguous and can not be visualized. Saying a weld cracked in tension between part A and part B in a specific location and time is much more useful. 
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Event - 1
Event - 2

(Safety
Significant)

Event 3 Event 4 Event 5

Pre-Occurrence Events Post-Occurrence Events

Occurrence Sequence of Events

Unsafe Act

Why

Unsafe Condition

Because

Why

Underlying Factor

Because

Accident

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are actions? View actions broadly. PEOPLE ACTIONS include 1. sensory actions, like heard, smelled, saw, tasted, or touched, which initiate subsequent action by the observer or someone or something else. 2. physical actions, like turned, told, reset, pushed, pulled, rotated, scolded, shouted, etc. which initiate a change in a physical object or another person. 3. mental actions, like decided, estimated, interpreted, judged, chose, concluded, interpreted, accepted, etc., which led to subsequent actions by the person. 4. "programming" actions by an individual which taught, instructed, guided, compelled, designed, excused or otherwise influenced what people or objects actually did during a process to affect the process outcome. THINGS ACTIONS should be described as physical actions that can be visualized by using concrete words and descriptors. For example, shook, rose, fell, descended, struck, scored, broke into two parts, lit, etc. help create visual images. Avoid words that reflect investigator conclusions or judgments. Saying a "part failed" is ambiguous and can not be visualized. Saying a weld cracked in tension between part A and part B in a specific location and time is much more useful. 
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Defence (Barrier) Analysis

Management 
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Corporate 
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Errors
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those of us, investigators, who pick over the bones of other peoples’ disasters, it often seems incredible that these warnings & human failures, semingly so obvious in retrospect should have gone unnoticed at the time.Falling prey to the “fundamental attribution error” i.e blaming people and ignoring situational errors.
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Qualitative Risk Assessment

Frequent Probable Occasional Unlikely Most 
Improbable

Catastrophic
High High High Medium Medium

Low

Major
High High High

Medium
Medium Low

Moderate
High Medium Medium Medium

Low
Low

Negligible
Low Low Low Low Low

Presenter
Presentation Notes
….it is fundamentally unscientific to treat the prediction we can typically generate by Risk Assessment as “proof” of anything. Yet, the process of carefully weighing available information and critically seeking to understand how much or how little we know about any set of risks, is definitely superior  to relying on sheer intuition or self-serving belief……(Ref: What is Scientific evidence in Risk Assessment? Steve Hrudey)
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• Engineer & Design for minimum hazards

• Guard, Protect and Defend

• Policy & Procedures

• Train & Educate

• Warn

• Rehabilitate

Safety Precedence Sequence as Risk Control Strategy

Risk Control Options
Safety Precedence Sequence

MOST

Least

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The sole use of administrative interventions, such as procedures and training, may not provide an effective hazard control method in certain circumstances, especially when the level of risk is very high. Rather, the use of administrative interventions in conjunction with engineering interventions, such as designing for minimum hazards,  may be more appropriate. In keeping with the “depth in defense” philosophy for complex systems, the use of multiple interventions is often desirable where multiple and diverse lines of defense are employed to mitigate risks.Designing for Minimum Hazards -  For Human ElementsUnderstand/minimize cause Make errors visible Make errors reversible (Ask volunteer to give rail example)
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